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Abstract: An objective method of measurement of a
human skin pigmentation based on different reflections of visual light is proposed. The white light source
lights up å segment of a skin that reflects specific
vawes spectrum. It is possible to measure this normally by using spectroscoping methods I1l. In our
method the Panasonic handy camcorder A3 was used
for recording a selected segrnent of the skin together
with a calibrating colour bar situated in the field of
vision. Grabbing hardware and software allow to
change a video form to image computer file. The all
three basic & G, B component each of 256 levels using
eye-dropper option were analysed. The average values
of each RGB in comparison to RGB skin patterns
were calculated.
INTRODUCTION
The quantification of the human skin pigmentation is
for determination of skin sensitivity on the ultraviolet radiation. Usually the physiciens examine also a colour of hair and eyes. Therefore the method is very
subjective. In this situation we try to find an objective
method using the reflective parameters of visual light.
The light reflected from a human skin has a specific
spectrum dependent on the skin type and a some other
effects. The method is not perfect and error sources must

used

be taken to account

Fig.l

presents an idea of multimedia skin pigmentation
measurement. It is very important, the light source must
be constant all the time because it cause a changes in
spectrum characteristic of the light reflected by the skin.

Therefore calibrating colour bar should be situated in
the camera field of vision. For a few seconds camcorder
CC records a skin frames on S-VHS cassette [2]. Next,
using its video functions signal is exported to the Frame
Grabber card situated in PC slot.
The special computer program catches a chosen one
frame of the film and save it first in the RAM of PC and
at last onto the hard disk with an original rulme. BMP
extension true colour graphic files were used. After saving the series of investigated skin images there are imported into the bitmap graphic program.
The results of measurements are create in this place.
The program has a special tool like an eye-dropper that
indicate selected RGB components for choosed pixel [3].
It is normal situation that RGB reading data fluctuate at
the time of coursor movement. Therefore the results are a
complex of three components after an average processing.
RESULTS

Only pilot series of human skin pigmentation has been
investigated up to now. The influence of several components like:

.

Multimedia method (video and microcomputer) was
selected to conduct this study. This method is much accessible in comparison to spectroscopic measurement.

1. Reflecting spectrum shift in correlation to the lighting

2. Faults depended on cardiovascular functions in

the

skin
has been tested.

METHOD
The proposed multimedia method is based on two
popular elements: camcorder CC and PC microcomputer
called MC with frame-grabber card (see fig. l).

A comparison of two images of the same skin segment
in the different conditions of lighting is presented in frg.2
and 3. Figure 3 shows the situation with more intensity of
the light.
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Schematic diagram of multimedia skin pigmenta-

tion measurement.

Fig.2. View of skin segment with calibrating colour bar
(version of lower lighting - case l).
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l. A conversion of an optical image from

a skin segment
to the electrical signal created in the camera.
2. An incorrect electrical signal transforming in frame
glabber building the graphic bitmap file.
3. An incorrect conversion a choosed pixel to the certain
RGB components - a difference between properties of
existing computer graphic programs.
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Fig. 2. View of skin segment (higher lighting - case 2).
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The pilot measurements results.
Values of situation I
Case

Values of situation 2
White
Red

White

Red

Case 2

254

244

25r

254

239
237

7l

186

24r

245
78

40

174

239

48

I
R
G

251
175

B

t62

RGB values create true colour version of graphics. The
I and 2 are compared with the appropriate RGB
values of calibrated colours (white - left and red - right
on the image) on the bar.
Analysing component R from the table it can be seen
that the intensity is close to maximum in all cases. The
increasing of the light intensity (twice) induces the essential increasing of G and B components. The same dependence represents white and red bars.
cases

CONCLUSIONS

An accessibility of multimedia technical events allow to
analyse the human skin pigmentation. What are a requirements of the method:
l. Good choice of the skin area for the analysis.
2. Constant light source.
3. Constant physiological state, preferred: a rest.
4. The same sunburning phase of investigated persons.
5. Constant distance from a camera objective to selected
skin area.
However described multimed.ia method has some technological dangers:
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